
I n a recent article I examined Executive Software’s Diskeeper
Windows disk defragmentation software. Diskeeper is one of
many solid offerings available in the marketplace, and all do a

yeoman’s job at the task of reducing disk fragmentation. However I
thought Diskeeper’s administrative features a bit of an afterthought.

In fact, what really differentiates defragmentation products is not
their performance at defragmentation (even though some claim unreal-
istic performance gains), but rather their ease of use, pricing, and
administrative features.

In this month’s Technical Report we’re taking a look at Winternal’s
Defrag Manager 3.0. Although one of many products available for this
task, defrag manager offers some unique features, and can realistically
simplify the workday of admins faced with the dull but vital task of
disk defragmentation.

Disk Defragmentation is not the kind of task that makes being an
administrator feel like an exciting job. It is tedious, easy to neglect—
and absolutely critical in Windows environments. Therefore, any tool
that can perform this task with minimal interaction and maximum
effectiveness is welcome indeed.

So, with that in mind, let’s examine Disk Defrag 3.0 in detail.

COMPANY

Winternals was founded by Mark Russinovich and Bryce Cogswell
in 1996. Winternals grew-out of the popular freeware website Systems
Internals (see sidebar) founded by the two while they were Doctoral
students at Carnegie-Mellon University.

Many readers will doubtless already be familiar with Systems
Internals and the collection of respected freeware utilities for
Windows provided by the website for many years. Systems Internals
offered some of the first “industrial strength” utilities available for
early versions of Windows NT. Even today, many of these freeware
utilities remain among the truly must-have applications for adminis-
trators in the know. So useful in fact that I have included many of
these utilities in my Shareware Spotlight articles as some of the finest
software available at any price.

The author of many of the utilities, Mark Russinovich, is widely
acknowledged for his expertise with NTFS file arcana (see sidebar) and
it is this background that informs the Winternals Defrag Manager soft-
ware. While pursuing the commercial side of his efforts at Winternals,
the company has matured in close association with Microsoft, and is
now a Gold Certified Microsoft Partner.

As a side note, Winternals offers several additional powerful and
useful utilities for recovering damaged and unbootable systems, such
as Recovery Manager, and Insight for Active Directory. Obviously

these are beyond the scope of this article, but they are testament to the
expertise in Windows architecture that Winternals has at it’s disposal.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Defrag manager installs and operates from a single admin worksta-
tion. This clever architecture means that it is not necessary to install
and manage the defragmentation engine on individual systems, but
rather all management of the application is performed from one single
point. When a scheduled defragmentation is started, Defrag Manager
deploys a tiny 127K application (called the “SmartPhase Engine” )
from the admin station to the targeted systems as the defragmentation
engine. Once the defragmentation is complete, the software deletes
itself, leaving no trace of its presence. In short, there are no background
services or other resource consuming code left behind to degrade sys-
tem performance. Talk about minimal resource usage!

Take a moment to let the elegance of this approach sink-in; product
updates are pulled from the central admin station, and no end-user
interaction is required. Moreover, any machine that can be reached by
TCP/IP can be remotely defragmented. Traveling systems such as lap-
tops (always a maintenance chore) can be defragmented when they are
away from the network, and Defrag Manager uses the Windows
Advanced Power Management (APM) features to the fullest on mobile
systems, such as remote wake-up and battery conservation features.

One of Defrag Manager’s points of pride is the fact that their engine
uses API’s that are one-hundred percent compliant with Microsoft stan-
dards (in fact, are licensed from Microsoft). This offers considerable
peace of mind, and during the defragmentation process your data is never
modified or altered in any way. Total data protection is the first priority
for Winternals, and I verified this by yanking the power cord on my
Windows test machine during the run of Defrag Manager. I can vouch
that there was no file damage whatsoever to the test system, and defrag
manager simply picked-up where it left off on the next scheduled run.

INSTALLATION

Defrag Manager works on all enterprise-level Windows Platforms
from NT4 to Windows Server 2003. The only significant requirement
is Internet Explore version 6.

Installation is performed through a standard InstallShield wizard and
there is little to comment about regarding the installation process except
to say that it went smoothly on all my test systems. The only special
notes worth mentioning concern Windows NT4, where you may need to
update to the Microsoft Management Console version 1.2, and on mobile
systems installation of the Windows Scheduler may be necessary.
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In addition, do note that you must have administrator rights on any sys-
tem being defragmented and to view logs and other system information.

OPERATION

Defrag Manager launches as a standard Microsoft Management
Console (MMC) Snap-in. Everything is straightforward and will be
completely familiar to any regular user of the MMC.

The process of setting up a defragmentation is simplicity itself—the
Defrag Manager snap-in offers four trees: Schedules, History,
Network, and Active Directory. Starting a defragmentation begins with
creating a schedule, performed with a quick right-click on “properties”,
which brings up the extraordinarily flexible scheduling options.

Schedules may be saved for future use and reordered and changed at
any time. They may be conveniently named as well by your choice of
terms; for example “Sales Systems” or “Gotham City Systems”.

Additional thoughtful options in the scheduling set-up tabs include
thread priority on target systems (so you may fine tune the impact of the
defragmentation on processor usage), and checkboxes to allow or disal-
low non-administrators (i.e. end-users) to stop or pause defragmentation.
Specific filetypes may be excluded based on extension (this is handy
when trying to avoid files that change regularly or that should otherwise
not be defragmented), and extensive logging options are available.

Once you have a schedule established, the next step is to assign target-
ed systems to the schedule. Here is where the true genius of Defrag
Manager shines through their SmartBind technology; entire Active
Directory Domains, Organizational Units (OU’s) and NetBIOS grouping
can be added to schedules through one simple drag-and-drop operation.
The best part is that as systems are added or deleted from these groupings,
SmartBind automatically updates and frees-up or reassigns licenses to the
workstations without causing more work for the admin.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Defrag Manager offers an “Advanced Mode” feature for especially
complex defragmentation tasks. As any experienced Windows admin
knows, systems can become completely unbootable if fragmentation
reaches serious enough levels. Full hard disks can also cause no-boot
problems, and the recovery of these systems can be challenging.

Fortunately, Defrag Manager can create a special CD to address such
disasters. This is performed by right-clicking on the Defrag Manager Snap-
In in the MMC console. From there simply select “Create Advanced Mode
CD” and an ISO image will be created which can be burned to CD through
any standard CD-burning application. Best of all, the creation process of
the Advanced Mode CD allows you to add additional drivers for hardware
specific to your environment, so you can tailor the CD to your exact needs.

This advanced mode uses a licensed version of the WindowsPE/2003
kernel, and boots into a 100 percent compliant Windows OS to do the
risky job of defragmentation of such seriously compromised systems in
the safest manner possible.

For those pesky registry hives and paging files, boot-time defrag-
mentation can also be performed, and again uses 100 percent Windows
compliant API’s for the safest defragmentation possible. It is also
remarkably fast—so fast that most end-users will never notice the
defragmentation even occur.

Logging is available through the “History” tree of the Snap-In, and is
as extensive and detailed as could be desired. The defragmentation con-
sole window does also provide real-time updates of the defrag process

if you desire to watch such things unfold. The point of Defrag Manager
however, is that there is no reason to do so unless you want to.

Finally, like any respectable tool there is a Command-Line interface
as for those who prefer the power of the CLI.

SUPPORT AND HELP

Defrag Manager has very good built-in help, and a decent knowl-
edgebase. Additional support is available by email for questions not
covered by FAQs and the knowledgebase.

Product assurance is available, but in general this is a simple and easy
to use product and I doubt if much technical support would be needed
by users. The most likely problems you will encounter will be inability
to reach end-user systems to deploy the defrag engine. In that case the
problem is really a network or authentication problem anyways.

PRICING

Entry-level pricing starts at $99 per Server and $20 per workstation for
ten licenses valid for any combination of servers and workstations. Volume
options offer very aggressive pricing: for example licenses for 100 nodes
drop to around $15 per workstation, and 1000 nodes to less than $10 per
workstation (pricing is approximate, contact Winternals for specifics).
Remember that Defrag Manager’s SmartBind frees up licenses after oper-
ation, and thus offers a very fair and reasonable approach to licensing.

CONCLUSION

I’m very impressed with Winternal’s Defrag Manager 3.0. While the
technical features are remarkable in their own right, what really pleas-
es me is the clear advantage this product has in administration over its
competition. Management features are not merely an add-on nor after-
thought in Defrag Manager, and it shows. Defrag Manager offers a gen-
uinely effortless and effective tool for one of the most tedious but
important tasks in keeping Windows systems up and running.  

Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He worked in broadcast engineering
in the early ’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was assigned to support early
PCs, networks and embedded systems.
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URL’s:
Winternals Software: http://www.winternals.com

Systems Internals Freeware: http://www.sysinternals.com

Article by M. Russinovich discussing NTFS in excruciating detail:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/periodic/period00/NTFSPart1.htm

Likes:
Flexible and practical licensing
Outstanding scheduling
No-impact installation model/clever architecture
Ease of administration
Effective defragmentation

Dislikes:
None significant


